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Leading the Sustainable
Landscape Movement in Oregon

H

istorically, landscapes have mostly
JMMVIJMI]\QÅKI\QWV\WWTNWZJ][QVM[[
and residential properties.
As the sustainable movement developed
over the last two decades, landscapes have
changed to not only beautify the urban
MV^QZWVUMV\J]\\WIT[WPMTXW[ٺM\\PMVMOI\Q^M
QUXIK\WN \PMUIVUILMMTMUMV\[8IKQÅK
Landscape Management has been a leader
in the sustainable landscape movement here
QV7ZMOWV.ZWU\PMQZMٺWZ\\WUI`QUQbM\PM
MV^QZWVUMV\ITJMVMÅ\WN ]ZJIVTIVL[KIXQVO
to the re-engineering of their operations to
TW_MZ\PMQZMV^QZWVUMV\ITQUXIK\8IKQÅK
has transformed their operations and helped
transform landscape services within our region,
helping them make one of Oregon Business¼[
Best Green Workplaces since its inception.
“We’re trying to create the positive value
that landscape brings to the urban world with
less negative impacts by our operations while
maintaining it,” said Bob Grover, President and
founder. “Our focus on sustainability started
IZW]VLNWTTW_QVO\PMZMTMI[MWN )T/WZM¼[
book An Inconvenient Truth. “That really began
the sustainable movement and we began to get
questions from our customers about what we were
doing as they began to develop sustainable goals.”
8IKQÅKQ[IKWUUMZKQITTIVL[KIXM
management contractor and prior to
ZIZMTaPILIK][\WUMZM`XZM[[IVa
environmental concerns. When that changed,
they quickly took action. “We took a hard look
at our operations and challenged ourselves
\WUISMUWLQÅKI\QWV[M^MZa_PMZM_MKW]TL
to lower the environmental impact of our
operations”, said Grover. “We made a number
WN [QOVQÅKIV\KPIVOM[QUUMLQI\MTaJ]\
continue to tweak our program every year. We
have learned that sustainability is a mission, not
a destination, as we can continue to improve.”
8IKQÅKILWX\MLQV\MOZI\MLXM[\UIVIOMUMV\
and evaluated the chemicals they used to only
use those with least toxicity. They changed
the fertilization program to include organic
components. They have continually updated
\PMQZMY]QXUMV\IVLÆMM\\W\ISMIL^IV\IOM
of new technologies that lower emissions.
With the development of battery operated
landscape equipment, they have partnered with
OREGON equipment to provide feedback
on the development of their battery line. And
they worked hard to modify their facilities and
internal operations to be more sustainable. “We
have solar panels our facilities, converted all
of our lighting inside and out to LED, become
a master recycler with Metro, and received
-KW*Qb+MZ\QÅKI\QWVº
They’ve also worked hard to learn and
develop procedures to maintain and manage
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the new sustainable landscape elements.
Bioswales, rain gardens, and green roofs have
all become more commonplace but all have
unique requirements to maintain their health
IVL^QIJQTQ\a8IKQÅKPI[JMMVITMILMZQV
developing these new management approaches,
working with architects and local jurisdictions
to help improve the design and management
guidelines.
Their most recent focus has been on water
conservation. Water costs in the Portland
metropolitan area have skyrocketed over the
last decade and continue to rise faster than any
other utility. Historically, water was cheap and
the need to conserve not as critical. With water
costs triple in some jurisdictions compared with
a decade ago, water conservation is essential
to maintain cost control as well as protect
that critical resource. They’ve adopted and
promote weather-based irrigation, a variety
of water conservation upgrades to irrigation
systems, and reevaluating landscape elements,
QVKT]LQVOTI_VKWV^MZ[QWV_PMZMLQٻK]T\\W
irrigate and maintain. “Water conservation is
not just updating an irrigation system: True
water conservation comes from re-evaluating
and modifying the landscape to make it more
drought tolerant with the appropriate plant
palettes,” said Grover.
-L]KI\QWVIVLKMZ\QÅKI\QWVPI^MJMMVSMa
elements of their culture since its founding.
<PMQZ[\IٺQVKT]LM[_Q\PLMOZMM[WN 
horticulture and landscape architecture. They
PI^M[W]OP\W]\M^MZaI^IQTIJTMKMZ\QÅKI\QWV
and work to train their employees to become
KMZ\QÅML<PMaPI^MIZQOWZW][QVPW][M
training program for all production-related
employees to ensure they understand and
provide the appropriate service to maintain
sustainable operations. “Whether or not you
RWQVW]Z\MIU_Q\PQVL][\Za[XMKQÅKML]KI\QWV
you will advance your knowledge and technical
skill while here,” Grover says.
8IKQÅKPI[IT[W_WZSMLTWKITTaIVLVI\QWVITTa
to promote sustainable landscape design and
landscape management. Grover is on the
Board of Directors of the Oregon Landscape
Contractors Association and the National
Association of Landscape Professionals and
often speaks at both or-ganizations conferences.
“New landscape designs and maintenance
XZWKML]ZM[\WLIaIZMKWUXTM\MTaLQٺMZMV\
then when I entered the industry 40 years
ago,” he added. “It has been an exciting ride
and I look forward to the future as research
and technology continues to provide society
with opportunities to create and maintain the
conditions under which humans and nature can
exist in productive harmony to support present
and future generations.”Q

Bob Grover, President and Founder
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Email: info@pacscape.com
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\QUM[TQ[\MLI[WVMWN Oregon Business’s
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• National Association of Landscape
Professionals Sustainable Company Award
• Lawn and Landscape Environmental
Business Award
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